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Deforestation in the Nepal Himalaya: 
Causes, Scope, Consequences· 

Dietrich Schmidt·Vogt 

Since the cnd of the 1960s the public has been acutely sensitive to issues 
involv ing the degradation and protection of the environment. ForeSlS and the 
threat posed to them by humans have from the beginning been a prime r~us 
of attention. This may have to do with the fac t that for many people, especially 
those in industrialized countries. forests represent the quintessence of the 
natural world, and the condition of forests is symbolic of the condition of 
nalure as a whole . In Gennany, for examp le. the indignation over .. the 
pollution of the atmosphere and soil reached a high point when the ~death of 
large tracts of forest was traced back 10 such innuc~ces. Simi,larly. the forests 
of lhe Nepal Himala)'a have become a central tOpiC of env lronment - r~:Jated 
discussions, which began in the 1970s, and in the 1980s evolved mto a 
co;uroversy that is still going on to this day. An attempt will be made here to 
sketch the history of this controversy and its current status. 

Two phases may be distinguished: 
__ the phase of the 1970s, during which, particularly on the basis of reports by 
the FAO and the World Bank, a rapid and progressive destruction o~ forest 
land in the higher e levations of Nepal was asserted, coupled with the 
prediction that the consequences would be immediate ~n.d catastrophic - for 
e~ample, in a 1978 report of the World Bank that anuclpated the ~omplete 
deforestation of the Nepal Himalaya within the coming 15 years, that IS, by the 
year 1993: 
__ the phase of the 1980s, during which years an opposing movement got 
under way, suppo rted particularly by scientists associate~ with Jac~ Ives, 
whose position, summarized in the 1989 book Himalayan Dilemma .(wnnen by 
lack Ives and Bruno Messerli) is d irected against the representatIVes of the 
so-called "theory of I·limalayan environmental degradation." 

The line of argument followed by this theory may be summarized as follows: 
"'The env ironmental catastrophe in the Nepal Himalaya is a pheno.menon of the 
recent past, hav ing its beginnings in the opening of ~he .prev lOusly c ~osed 
country in 1951. The major effect ofsubsequen t . mo~emlzallo~ has ~e". m the 
field of medicine, and the consequent sudden n se m populatIOn. This. 10 turn 
has implied increased demand on the ~ountry's natural resources. partlc~larly 
on its forest resources. There have baSically been twO reasons for the stram on 
the latter: the clearing of woodlands to e~pand field acreage, for the .increased 
population, and the increased demand fo r firewood, Nepal s most Important 
source of energy. The ever more rapid destruction of forests that has resulted 
from these two main areas of exploitation has had consequences such as 
increased surface run-off, acce lerated soil erosion and catastrophic nooding in 
the forelands of the Nepal Himalaya. 

I' 
The doubts that we re raised against this brieny sketched catastrophe theory 

were directed princi pally against the fo llowing links in the chain of argument: 
-- the supposedly rap id tempo of the deforestat ion process, and in this 
connection the assertion that the destruction of forests has been a consequence 
of modernization, and thus a problem that arose on ly after the opening of 
Nepal; 
-- the supposition that the clearing of land and use of fire wood are the main 
causes of forest deslruction; 
-- the view that floods in the Himalayan forelands can be d irectly linked with 
deforestation in the mountains; 
-- the assertion that mountain forests are the principal ones affected by the 
process of deforestalion. 

It may be added that. from the geographical perspective, "the fo rest" is lIeated 
in this explanatory model as an abstract entity, without the multiplicity of 
!orest types in the Nepal Himalaya, or their spatial arrangement, being taken 
mto account. Here the differences come out above all within a verticalization -
that is, within a sequence of forest levels. The types of forest, which differ 
with regard to species composition and stand structure , serve a variety of 
functions for those who exploit them, and are innuenced and transfonned by 
such persons in a variety of ways. 

In the following, the three subtopics mentioned in the title - the scope, 
causes and consequences of deforestation in the Nepal Himalaya - will be 
discussed in greater detail. 

In order to detennine the scope of deforestation, it must first be made clear 
what exactly is understood by the terms "forest," "forest destruction" and 
"deforestation." The use of imprecisely defined terms regularly leads to 
misunderstandings. such as when the te nn "forest" is used to denote, not a 
tract of land containing a growth of trees, but rather a tract of land in the 
possession of a forestry administrative unit. 

The percentage of c rown covering, that is, the portion of a tract of land 
covered by the crowns of trees, is the optimal method for narrowing down the 
de fin ition of fo rest tracts. This figure can be determined both in the fi eld and 
from aeria l photographs . and is thus sui table for both small- and large-scale 
target areas. Moreover, it is possible to fix thresho ld values, below which it is 
no longer forest but open woodlands or brush that is the object of study. 

An e~act de temlination of the forested area of Nepa l took pl ace in the 
19805 under the Land Resources Mapping Project (lRMP), with the use of 
aerial photos from the years I 978n9, which were supplemented by a series of 
aerial photos from the years 1964/65 . Various categories of crown covering 
were excluded, and only those tracts with a covering of more than 40% were 
termed forests. The result was, al that time, a forest area amounting 10 28. I % 
of the total area of Nepal. 

As for the terms "forest destruction," "deforestation" and "fo rest 
degradation," one can perhaps seule on calling deforestation only that which 
involves the actual loss of forest tracts or the trsnsfonnation of forest land 
into o the r fonns of vegetation - for e~ample, into Iracts o f brush or grass; 
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whereas the tenn ~fores t degradation" is used only for changes in the SlJ"Ucture 
of forest - for example, a thinning of growth. a drop in growth heights. a 
decrease in the age of growth. and the like. 

From a comparison of the series of aerial photographs from 1965 and 
1979 the developmem of (orested areas could be: delennined over a period of 
14 y~ars. The study led 10 the surprising result that during this period 1.5% of 
the (orested area in the high-lying region. and by contrast 24% of the (orested 
area of the Terai (the northern portion of the Ganges plain at the fool of the 
Himalaya). was lost. In the mountain chains bordering the Terai to lhe north. 
the Siwaliks, the loss of (orested area, approximately 15%. ~as also quile 
considerable. Deforestation on a large scale lhus took place In Nepal after 
1950, but not, as generally assumed, in the Nepal I-l imalaya, but ra~er in the 
low-lying forelands and border mountain chains, The defor,:stat lon of ~e 
Terai is the consequence of a displacemem of the local fann~ng p?pulat~on 
from the hills to the fe rtile Terai, once the laller had lost lIS fnghtenmg 
reputation as "Nepal's hell of fevers H fo llow ing the campaign to wiJ><:: out 
malaria in the 1 950s. This migration has led to a shift in the populatIOn's 
centre of concentration from the Himalayan foothills, the kingdom's historical 
core region, to the plains at the foot of t~e mountains, and h~s increasingly 
assumed the proportions of a large-scale fli ght from the mountains, . . 

Through a comparison of aerial photos, the extent of de~orest~tlon In. the 
Terai became apparent for the first time. The result for the high-lying regions 
during the same period of 14 years was, along with a .small loss of forest:d 
areas a reducti on in the crown covering by approximately 15%, that IS, 
significantly more fores t degradation than deforestation. 

The c learly lower rate of deforestation in the high- lying regions in 
comparison with ...... e Himalaya.. forelands also means that the clearing of lliild 
after 1950 to extend fie ld surface areas in the moumains cannot have been as 
extensi ve as it once was thought. An analysis of historical documents - for 
example, land li tles _ suggests that the transfonnati~n of fores.1 areas inlo 
fann land generally took place before 1950. and that thiS was earned out most 
intensively in the 19th century. 

The underlying reason was the kingdom's finance policy , ",:hich generated 
government revenues principally from land lax~s and thus actlVei.y promoted 
the expansion of the area of assessable agncuhural l an~ . This occurred 
through the use of incentives, such as the temporary e",emptlon from taxes for 
newly won land . or through land grants rathe r than cash payments f?r 
members of the military. The clearing of land that was spurre~ on by th iS 
came to an end in the high-lying regions before 1950, and the Influence of 
humans on the forests has since been less one of reducing the forested areas 
than of degrading the remaining patches of forest. I~ order to examine. t~e 
factors Ihat have contributed to thi s forest degradatIOn more closely . It IS 
worth distinguishing between two altitudinal levels: 

__ a thickly settled and agriculturally imensive region under 2,400 m. 
whose forested areas, made up or deciduous and evergreen broad-leaved 
growth as well as. in dry areas •. of pine trees, remai~ onlr in residual stands; 

__ a less thickly settled region over 2,400 m (I.e .• In essence. above the 
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upper borderline of pennanently cultivated fields), which still contains dense 
patches of forest. The so-called "high-altitude and mist forests." constantly 
enshrouded in clouds during the monsoon, and consisting below 2,800 m of 
eve rgreen oak forests and above 2.800 m of coniferous forests. extend up to 
approximately 3,600 m. They give way towards the upper forest boundary to 
subalpine growth (beech, juniper, rhododendron). 

In order to be able to gauge the innuence on forests below 2,400 m, one 
must know the significance or these forests for agriculture. The agriculture or 
most poor mountain fanne rs is based on a subsistence economy without any 
appreciable income. 

Anificial rertilizers can not be used to replace such traditional methods of 
renewing soil fertilit y as fallow ing. rotating c rops and using natural 
fert ili zers. Natural fertilize rs thus are of utmost importance. and livestock, 
their producers. serve a key function within the whole context of subsistence 
fa rming. There is no systematic production of fodder, however, so that the 
care of the animals. in ternlS of the quantity and source of their fodder. is 
subject to marked fluctuations during the course of a year. The supply is 
plentiful during the rainy season; in the dry period. however, when the grass 
has withered in the pastures, and even the remains from the harvest have been 
consumed , the only things left are the leaves of evergreens. Foliage is obtained 
by lopping off the leaves and branches of forest trees, and also fie ld trees, 
which are the private property of the fanners. Ratios vary . Generally it may 
be said that in the lower lying areas. where patches of forest are particularly 
sparse. trees located in fie lds are the major source, whereas in higher altitudes 
fo rest trees are. The foli age is either taken to the fields and there fed to the 
livestock. which proceeds to pass on the ingested nutrients 10 the fields in the 
fonn of dung; or is else used as liller in barns and then, composted with dung, 
put ou t on the fi elds in small piles before the monsoon. In this way there 
occurs a constant transfer of nutrients from the forest and isolated trees to the 
fie lds. An allempt has been made to determine the minimum area of a forest 
that is required 10 keep up the productivity on one hectare of fi eld surface 
without the forest being impaired. Values between 1.3 and 2.8 ha have been 
calculated. Since in large parts of the Nepa lese mountain region a ratio of I 
ha of fannland 10 1.3 or 2.8 ha of forest no longer ex ists, the overexploitation 
and consequent degradation of forests is taking place. 

The consu mption of firewood is viewed as one of the most important 
cause s of forest destruction. but is probably less significant in comparison to 
agricu lturally motivated uses. There is a lack of consensus, however, as to the 
amount of fuel be ing consumed and the proportion of it represented by 
fi rewood, from which figure the pressu re put on forests by this form of 
exploitation might be calculated; the reason for this is that previous attempts at 
quantification have diverged widely, both regarding procedure and resu lts. It 
should be noted that firewood. like fodder. is obtained not only fro m forests 
but also, by lopping, from trees in fields . Concerning the exploitation of 
evergreen broad-leaved forests. it may be said in general that more lopping 
than fe lling takes place in them. 
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Trees are fe lled principally fo r construction timbt::r. In the lower lying 
regions. the portion of timber in house construction is less than al higher 
elevations. those above 2,000 m with easy access 10 enclosed coniferous forests 
of the mist forest level. In these forests. therefore. the cUlling of timber 
assumes greater importance. lbe wood of coniferous trees· for example, the 
HimaJayan fir • is favoured for me wooden shingles of house roofs. For the 
production of such shingles. only large and straight trees are felled. The 
selective felling carried out in this manner causes a thinning of the stands of 
trees. a decrease in their height and an increase in the portion of stunted 
growth· in short. a degradalion of lhe coniferous forests. It may occur, in the 
process that the coniferous trees of the main stands me replaced by plants 
from the undergrowth · e.g. by various types of rhododendron. 

Forest pasturing also exercises a significant influence. particularly in areas 
of subalpine undergrowth and along forest rims. Overst:lllement together with 
fires pushes back the rims. thus leading to deforestation. It can be assumed that 
the deforestation of the Nepal Himalaya. less in compmison to the Terai and 
the Siwa lik border ranges. occurs primarily along the upper boundaries of 
forests. 

From what has been said up to now, it is clear thal in many respects the 
so·called deforestation problem in Nepal is nowadays viewed wi th a greater 
feeling for nuances than it was some 15 years ago. This applies to the 
historical dimension, and in particular to the history of the forests after the 
opening of the country around 1950· a history that until recently had been 
almost completely ignored under the influence of an explanatory model that 
took into account only the effects of modernization. le applies to the related 
question of judging the causes for the loss of forest land. Above all . however. 
it applies to the spatial dimension. that is. 10 the distribution pattern of 
deforestation processes, with in which the difference between the l-limalaya and 
the Himalayan foreland is particularly striking. 

The effects of deforestation and forest degradation on run·off and surface 
run-off, as well as the less immediate effects of these mountain processes, arc 
appraised in a different manner today . In the scenario of the 19705. floods in 
the Gangetic plain were represented as a direct consequence of the destruction 
of forests in the Nepal 1·limalaya. The problem even became a political issue. 
being seen as a possible cause of environmental conflict between Nepal and 
India. Today the data on dynamic processes in the Nepal Himalaya. though st ill 
very sparse. are assessed with greater caution. There is also a tendency not 
only to exerc ise restraint when it comes 10 asserting connections that are nOI 
supported by facts. but 10 emphas ize· and perhaps overemphasize - that the 
very notion of quantitative information is inadequate . Opinions that have 
previously been treated as certainties are beginning to wobble. particularly 
with regard to the following three points: 

--the influence of humans on surface run-off: 
.. the influence of vegetation cove r on run-off; 
·-the effects of increased run-off and acce lerated surface run-off in 

mountainous regions on the neighbouring lowlands. 
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Whereas previously the particularly dramatic soil erosion in the Himalaya 
and the resulting sweeping of loose debris into watercourses was ascribed to a 
large extent 10 human causes. now Lhe part played by natural surface run-off 
through gravitational processes (e.g. landslides) in a young (Le. steep and 
tectonically unstable) mountain range has been reeval uated upward. 

Our knowledge of the regulative influence of fo rests on run-off and thus 
on soi l erosion through nowing wate r is based on measurements that have 
been large ly carried out in mountain ranges in the temperate latitudes. These 
latter results have often been applied carelessly to the Nepal Himalaya. a 
climatically very different region. Measurements in Nepal indicate that 
occurrences of intensive precipitation, in a situation of greater soil absorption 
capacity, lead to surface run-off and accelerated soil erosion - even under the 
crown cover of a forest. Many more studies will be required to assess 
properly the relationship between vegetation cover. run·off processes and the 
extent of erosion. It seems certain. however. that the influence of intensive 
precipi tation on run-off in mountainous regions is local in scope, and Lha! 
sediments that make thei r way into riverbeds in mountain regions reach Lhe 
lowlands only after a long interim. 

Whereas the effects of deforestation and forest degradation in the economy 
of the landscape are controversial and still large ly unexplained. the direct 
economic consequences for the rural population are clear for all to sec. 
Forests serve such a variety of funClions for the existenCe of mountain fanners 
in the Himalaya that they were accurately described as "provider forests" by 
the German forester F. Heske, who was employed at the beginning of the 
century as an adviser to the Maharaja of Tehri Garhwal. In most cases, these 
forests are nowadays too small in area and too degraded to be able to fulfil 
this function any longer. The result is a phenomenon of dearth, panicu larly as 
regards fodder·producing foliage and firewood. The dearth has led in many 
places. on the other hand. to Lhe ru ral population engaging in self-help 
initi ati ves. Within the past few years numerous examples of so·called 
"indigenous forest management systems" have become fami liar in Nepal. Such 
schemes have been set up by village communities without outside support. and 
encompass everyth ing from forest protection measures to ways to increase 
forest areas and the number of trees in the fields . The willingness to cooperate 
with forest development projects shou ld also be mentioned in this connection. 
particularly when project goals are tailored to the needs of the farmers and 
pursued with thei r collaboration, as occurs. for example. in the "community 
forestry" approach. 

The danger posed to forests in the Nepal Hima laya by the phenomena 
described here is a serious problem. It would appear to make linle sense, 
however, to constantly conjure up the threat of complete deforestation in 
order to make the threat seem more real than it is . The fear thus aroused of a 
great ecological catastrophe blunts the perception of less speclacular but no 
less consequential degradational processes, and draws aUention away from 
other problems. It has been seen how the focus of world auention on the Nepal 
Himalaya has let deforestation in the Terai go completely unnoticed. 
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If deforestation is declared IQ be the main problem. then reforestation 
appears 10 be the only sensible solution, and the increase of reforested tracts 
the standard of success, in lhe baule against it. Other measures. by contraSt, 
such as the protection, care and gradual extension of still existing but degraded 
patches of forest. fall into me background. That the initiatives undenaken by 
fanners 10 protect forests and increase the number of trees was first "noticed" 
in the 19805, when dire predictions conceming the immediate future of the 
Nepal Himalaya were first subjected to doubt, appears in this context 10 be 
quite telling. 
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·This anicle is based on a lectu re given in the 4th Heidelberg Symposium 
on South Asia "Nepal and the Countries of the Himalayan Region", 1993. 
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Nepali Migration to Bhutan 

Christopher Strawn· 

The Nepali ethnic group stretches beyond the boundaries of Nepa l to the 
south. east, and west to different parts of India and Southern Bhutan. The 
curren,t cultural boundaries represent both relatively recent extensions of 
Nepal! cuhure as we ll as remnants of an ancient cultural domain, In the 
context of present·day cuhural boundaries, the easternmost reach of the 
Nepal,is before significa,:u out-migration from Nepal started is represented by 
the Limbus. who occupied the southern parts of present·day Sikkim. In the 
seve~teenth century the Limbus were considered an "indigenous" group of 
~ikkl,!, and were "one family" with the Lepchas and Bhulias. the other 
IOhabltants of the country (Nembang 1992: 33), It is unclear whether this 
"family" is linked by earlier Sikkimese expansion to the west. which 
conquered pans of the Limbu kingdom. Limbuwan , and inducted the Limbus 
into t~e Lepcha-Bhutia society of the north and eaSI (Timsi na 1992: 22), or if 
the ~Imbus be~ame members of the "fami ly" as the Lepcha, Limbu. and 
Bhutla populallon expanded and met. A government of Sikkim document 
records that the Limbu kingdom "broke away from Sikkim" at the beginning 
of the 1700s. suggesting a previous ly subdued kingdom (( 19707): 9), The facts 
are difficuh to ascertain. In fact, even before the Limbus , the Magars were 
supposed 10 have been in Sikkim from the earliest times and were laler driven 
west past Limbuwan into the central and western hill; of Nepal where they 
now predominate. according 10 several sources (see Subba 1992: 39·40), By 
the e.lghteenth century. however, any benevolent feeli ngs the Lepchas and 
Bhutlas may have had towards the Nepalis, possibly including the Limbus who 
w.ere, co.nsidered "family", soured as Nepal invaded and took over parts of 
Slkklm 10 the 17705 and 17805, keeping its hold on southern Sikkim until 18 15 
(Gove.nunent of Sikkim 119701) 10-12). Though driven OUI by the British. the 
Nepahs would laler overrun the Country again - this time as immigrants rather 
than soldiers, 

While a sma~l popu lation of Limbus had lived in Sik1cim for centuries, by 
the 1900s ~e Limbus, and other NepaJi ethnic groups formed the majority of 
the pc;>pulatlOn, Even 10 the late 18008. the threat of Nepali immigration was 
perceived to be .so great that w~en the Nepalis were still probably a minority, 
though a de~nu: de,!,ograph,lc .threat. the King of Sikk im , the Chogyal, 
banned. ~epah mlg,tatlon .to .Slkk lm. The ban did not stop Nepali migration, 
The Bfltlsh pressurized Slkklm to take in Nepa li immigrants to fill the labour 
need f?r loc~1 development projects such as road building. as well as allegedly 
colludmg ":Ith ~ oca l l an~lords to bring in Nepalis against the weakening 
government S Wishes (Ibid. 15- 16), The official government history, written 
?u ring the Chogyal's time, argues that the British conspired to recruit Nepalis 
IOtO the country : 

"~iJe, Th~ir .Highnesses were in detention in Kalimpong. Claude White 
With hiS Slkklmese proteges embarked upon a policy of destroying the 


